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For organizations looking to the future, it is important to 
leverage talent with wide and ranging knowledge and 
expertise. To advance your technical security professionals, 
consider the Certified Information Systems and Security 
Professional (CISSP) credential from (ISC)² for your team 
upskilling efforts. 

The CISSP is an advanced certification designed for 
experienced practitioners, managers, and executives, 
covering a wide range of cybersecurity topics from a highly 
technical perspective. It is a great way for employees to 
expand on their expertise and hone the skills necessary 
to effectively engineer and implement complex enterprise 
security initiatives. 

As an (ISC)² Official Training Provider, CyberVista’s Online 
CISSP Training Course enables employees to validate their 
cybersecurity skills and capabilities as they prepare to earn 
the CISSP certification. Our course includes a Computerized 
Adaptive Test (CAT) final exam assessment and trains for 
the most up-to-date version of the exam. 

Use this Anatomy of the CISSP guide to understand what 
makes up the exam, the process to earn the CISSP, how to 
best prepare your team, the benefits of certification, and, 
ultimately, how CyberVista can help your team get on the 
fast track to become CISSP certified.

The industry standard for 
security professionals.

CERTIFY FOR ENTERPRISE

(ISC)² CISSP



N/A

VERSION

3 Hours
100-150 Questions

Computer  
Adaptive Test  

(CAT)

FORMAT CONTENT

$699*

PRICE

Technical, with  
a Managerial  

Twist

LENGTH
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(Based on a Scale of 0 - 1000 Points)

Exam Content Breakdown
8 Domains

1. Security and Risk Management - 15%

2. Asset Security - 10%

3. Security Architecture & Engineering - 13%

4. Communication & Network Security - 14%

5. Identity & Access Management - 13%

6. Security Assessment & Testing - 12%

7. Security Operations - 13%

8. Software Development Security - 10%

CISSP® Exam 
Quick Facts  

CREDENTIAL 
LEVEL

Advanced

Passing Score

700 OUT OF 
1,000 POINTS

1994(ISC)2
®

Yes

DODD 8140/8570
APPROVED

LET’S START WITH

CREDENTIAL 
LAUNCH

CERTIFICATION 
BODY

TESTING CENTERS

Pearson VUE
CAT exam format
(ISC)² introduced Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT) for 
all English CISSP exams worldwide. Based on the same exam 
content outline as the linear, fixed-form exam, CISSP CAT is 
a more precise and efficient evaluation of your competency. 

*This cost reflects the exam voucher price when not purchased in conjunction with a training course.

Exam Availability:

Anytime Year-Round

CAT Language Availability:

English Only



SUBSCRIBE TO THE (ISC)²  
CODE OF ETHICS AND  

GET ENDORSED

4

TAKE AND PASS  
THE CISSP EXAM

3

SCHEDULE YOUR EXAM 
AT PEARSON VUE

2

MEET THE EXPERIENCE 
REQUIREMENT OR APPLY TO 

BECOME AN ASSOCIATE OF (ISC)2

1

You must have at least five (5) years 
of cumulative, paid, full-time work 
experience and it must cover two or  
more of the eight domains.

* https://www.isc2.org/Certifications/CISSP/Prerequisite-Pathway

(ISC)² allows you to substitute a one  
year maximum credit of the five-year  
work experience requirement. 
Substitutions are not cumulative.

The Associate of (ISC)² program allows 
you to earn a credential for meeting 
all other requirements for the CISSP 
outside of experience. Once you meet 
the experience requirement, you will 
become a fully certified CISSP.

ASPIRATIONAL  
PROGRAM

EXPERIENCE 
SUBSTITUTION

EXPERIENCE 
REQUIREMENT

REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY

STEPS TO CERTIFICATION
Qualifying individuals must have at least five years of cumulative, 

paid, full-time work experience in two or more of the eight 

domains of the (ISC)² CISSP Common Body of Knowledge 

(CBK). If some individuals do not have enough work experience, 

there are two options to proceed with becoming a CISSP. First, 

a four-year college degree or an approved credential from the 

CISSP Prerequisite pathway* can satisfy one year of required 

experience. Secondly is to take and pass the CISSP exam to 

earn an Associate of the (ISC)² designation.

Setting Your Team 
Up for Success  

WHAT YOU’LL NEED TO KNOW
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MAINTENANCE FEES

$85 / year

ANNUAL REQUIREMENT

40 CPEs
THREE-YEAR REQUIREMENT

120 CPEs



The knowledge and skills obtained from the Certified 
Information Systems and Security Professional 
credential can provide significant benefits for your 
team and organization. Here are additional benefits 
to consider when offering team training for this in-
demand certification.

1. Validation of your skills and capabilities
At a minimum, earning the CISSP validates your 
commitment to a career in cybersecurity. Achievement 
of a certification showcases a level of commitment, 
diligence, and aptitude giving you credibility as a 
cybersecurity practitioner.

2. Screening mechanism for HR
According to Burning Glass, more than 33% of  
cybersecurity job postings require a recognized certi-
fication and a much larger number mark certification 
as a preferred credential. HR professionals activate 
key word screens to include those magic certification  
letters. Without a certification like the CISSP, you might 
not even make it through the first pass. 

3. DODD job requirement 8140/8570
DoDD 8140 was signed in 2015 and serves to establish 
policies and assign responsibilities for managing the 

U.S. Department of Defense’s cybersecurity workforce. 
8140 is an update to the original directive, DoDD 8570, 
which outlines the baseline qualification requirements 
for information security jobs. In short, if you want to 
work for the government or military, then certifications 
like, and including, the CISSP are required for many 
ranks and roles. 

4. Improve Onboarding and 
Upskilling Efforts
Whether you’re preparing newly hired employees or 
looking to refresh the skills of current cybersecurity staff, 
certifications help affirm your team’s understanding of 
the implications behind their roles and the ability to 
perform their jobs well. 

5. Increase Employee Engagement 
and Retention
Employees will stay with an employer that invests in 
their professional development. Providing relevant 
certification training for current or aspirational roles 
ensures employees feel supported for every step in their 
career journey within the organization.

Benefits of 
Certifying Employees  

EVALUATE YOUR TEAM
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84,802*

ACTIVE CERTIFICATION 
HOLDERS

114,431*

CURRENT OPEN JOBS  
REQUIRED/ PREFERRED

Sources: cyberseek.org, glassdoor.com

$126,770*

AVERAGE ANNUAL  
SALARY



The CyberVista 
Training Experience 

GET AHEAD TODAY

Our courses are designed to work around your team’s schedule 

and provide all the tools necessary to set your employees up 

for success and pass the CISSP. Unlike gray market training 

providers, CyberVista’s courses are led by (ISC)² certified 

instructors in addition to CyberVista being one of few listed 

as an (ISC)² Official Training Provider in North America. 

CyberVista’s course covers all eight topic areas of the CISSP 

exam. As a Live Online program, the course is conducted over 

eight (8) live, instructor-led online sessions plus an orientation 

session. All sessions are recorded and included within the 

learning management system (LMS) for added review.

Here’s what you can expect from the CyberVista training 

experience:

High Engagement
Variety of study tools offered to address multiple learning 

styles, including quiz banks, flashcards, labs, guided and 

hands-on CTF exercises, and much more. Virtual review 

sessions help identify where additional assistance might  

be required. 

Scalable
Our 100% online solution allows you to choose a schedule 

and format that works best for your team.  

Data-Driven
Robust reporting and performance tracking drives 

accountability and engagement throughout the engagement.

Efficient
Based on initial diagnostic assessments, employees receive 

configured course content that focuses only on specific 

knowledge gaps or weak areas, and none of what they  

already know.

CyberVista’s CISSP Course

Quiz Bank 800

On-Demand Videos 140

Performance Tracker Yes

Textbook Yes

Lesson Book Yes

Summary Notes Yes

Review Videos Yes

Supplementary Videos No

Diagnostic Exam Yes

Mid-Term Exam Yes

Final Exam Yes

E-Flashcards Yes

Lab No

1:1 Strategy Session Yes

Test Day Strategies Yes
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CyberVista, a Graham Holdings Company 
1300 17th Street North, 17th Floor 
Arlington, VA 22209

Let's talk.
We look forward to the potential of working with 
you and your organization on your next initiative.

For further information please email
info@cybervista.net or call 844-558-4782.

When it comes to certification training, we know that you 
and your organization have several options to choose from. 
This is what separates CyberVista from the pack. 

Live reporting provides 
an objective view of 
performance and progress.

Total costs average 50% 
less per person compared 
to traditional providers.

Drive real results with 
high-quality training and 
practical applications.

Designed to adapt to 
the organization and the 
individual employee.

Data Driven Affordable

Effective Tailored

Certify with 
CyberVista

Our Mission

Transforming today’s workforce to meet tomorrow’s 
cybersecurity challenges. As a workforce development 
company, we are working diligently to strengthen 
organizations by providing cybersecurity professionals 
with the knowledge and skills needed to drive defense.

Founded in 2016, CyberVista benefits from the rich 
84 year history of Kaplan—one of the world’s premier 
training providers—as its sister company and ally. In 
2018, CyberVista welcomed Transcender into the brand. 
Transcender brings over 25 years of helping organizations 
and practitioners build technical job skills across all areas 
of IT and cybersecurity. 

"In 30 years in the Army this was the best training I've 
ever attended. Every Signal and Cyber Soldier in the 
Army needs to take this [Security+] course whether 

they need the certification or not."

Administrator 
US Army Signal School


